TIGERGRAPH ELEMENTS WORKSHOP

Graph Database Benchmarking
Measuring graph performance at enterprise scale

Prove Your TigerGraph Deployment’s Enterprise Value

Enterprise architects are faced with a wide range of data platform choices and combinations. Comparing performance using a standard, independent benchmark is an important exercise that will help you decide between deployment options. In the Graph Database Benchmarking Workshop, our team works with yours to build, configure, test, and report TigerGraph’s performance on connected data as specified by the independent Linked Data Benchmark Council (LDBC).

Measure Transactional and Business Intelligence Performance

The Graph Database Benchmarking workshop consists of a single working session designed to help you recreate the LDBC-SNB benchmark. This benchmark uses the recognizable scenario of operating a social network, characterized by its graph-shaped data. It consists of two workloads that focus on interactive transactional queries and analytical queries.

Prior to running the Graph Database Benchmarking workshop, we recommend holding the Graph Database Fundamentals workshop as a prerequisite.

TigerGraph Elements workshops are expert-led, interactive sessions designed to help organizations understand the possibilities graph technology offers and build innovative, powerful graph-based solutions that fit their unique business needs.
This guided exercise will help you become proficient benchmarking and testing your TigerGraph database deployment, ensuring performance at enterprise scale, with:

- Benchmark queries
- Multiple workloads
- Performance testing using JMeter.

About TigerGraph
TigerGraph is the world’s fastest graph analytics platform designed to unleash the power of interconnected data for deeper insights and better outcomes. TigerGraph fulfills the true promise and benefits of the graph platform by tackling the toughest data challenges in real time, no matter how large or complex the dataset. TigerGraph supports applications such as IoT, AI and machine learning to make sense of ever-changing big data.

For more information, follow the company on Twitter@TigerGraphDB or visit us at www.tigergraph.com
Contact us at sales@tigergraph.com
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REQUEST A TIGERGRAPH WORKSHOP TODAY
Are you interested in scheduling a Graph Database Benchmarking workshop or any of our other Elements workshops? Contact your customer success team at csg@tigergraph.com to get started.